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The ultimate screen system 
for your working environment, 
Edge combines style and 
function to provide an 
unbeatable privacy solution.





At only 30mm thick, Edge packs a punch 
and is able to support a large number of 
accessories as well as accommodate a variety 
of customisable elements. Fully framed with 
the option of multiple accessory rails, core 
elements and surfaces, Edge really is a big 
screen system wrapped up in a small package. 

Dimensions/Construction

Edge is a 30mm thick slimline screen system 
that is manufactured to specification to suit 
multiple heights and lengths. The screens are 
framed by a custom designed powdercoated 
square 7mm thick aluminium capping that 
keeps the internal structure protected and 
rigid, this matches in with the straight lines of 
the Engage workstations.

Versatility

Edge screens offer multiple material and panel 
options due to their unique structural design.  
Options include: fabric upholstered (pinnable, 
non-pinnable or acoustic), Quietspace, 
Echopanel, Ecoustic, laminate, acrylic, glass, 
whiteboard, plywood, perforated metal or a 
combination of these elements.

Accessories

The screens have the option of top and/or mid 
rails for screen hanging accessories which 
can be easily added, removed or positioned 
along the rails by the user(s). The rail design 
means accessories can be hung from both 
sides of the screen independently from each 
other, without deflection in the screen and 
with no interference with desk top height 
adjustments.

The square capping design means 
accessories such as acrylic add on panels and 
name tag holders can be mounted on top of 
the screen with ease by the user(s).

Strength

Edge’s solid construction and unique 
bracketing system means large accessories of 
varying weights can be hung from the screen 
while it maintains its rigidity.  The bracketing 
system means screens will remain straight 
and will not lean overtime.

Flexibility

Edge screens are attached to the 
workstation’s sub structure rather than it’s 
top, which keeps it independent from any 
desk height adjustments, keeping a constant 
straight line throughout the fitout. The simple 
bracketing system allow screens to be moved 
and reconfigured easily and independent of 
the workstations.
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Engage straight bench with Edge screens
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FEATURES

Dimensions 
30mm thick. Custom made to suit required height 
and width

Options 
Standard Edge Screen is upholstered in a fabric of 
your choice 
Can include one or a combination of the following:

• Pinnable, Non-pinnable and Acoustic Options

• Quietspace, Echopanel and Ecoustic

• Laminate

• Glass

• Whiteboard

• Plywood

• Perforated Metal

Mounting 
Beam-mounted (to the frame)  
Floor-standing (open panel or enclosed)

Accessories 
Multiple accessories available to hook into the top 
or mid-rails of the screen.

White Powdercoated aluminium capping

Compatible with any Vidak worksystem

100% New Zealand made

ECNZ Licensed (with certain fabrics)

10 year warranty

4-6 week lead time

Opposite page from top

Without top accessory rail, with top accessory rail

Edge to the floor (open below)

Edge desk hung

Edge to the floor (full screen)



To suit workstation

1000-1500 
from floor

To suit workstation

1000-1500 
from floor

To suit workstation

1000-1500 
from floor

To the floor (open below)

Desk hung
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To the floor (full screen)



Looking to add these to your plan layout?
Download 2D and 3D drawings at 

vidak.co.nz/collection/screens/edge
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Acrylic clip on panel

Accessory rail

To suit workstation

100-300



Mid rail shelf Mid rail box shelf Y-end shelf

Closed end shelf Laptop docking station holder Phone tray
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Accessories



Paper tray 2 tier paper tray Pencil box

Name tag holder Hook over name tag holderMagnetic whiteboard



Edge.Edge.

Defining your horizons.





Auckland

66 Lady Ruby Drive
East Tamaki, Auckland 2013
PO Box 58820 Botany
Auckland 2163
New Zealand

T +64 9 273 0033
F +64 9 273 0032

E sales@vidak.co.nz

Wellington

303 Willis Street
Te Aro, Wellington 6011
PO Box 9171
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New Zealand

T +64 4 802 4615
F +64 4 802 4659

E sales@vidak.co.nz
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